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There’s a decided confluence between Julia Rooney’s paintings and the way social media functions. While her works There’s a decided confluence between Julia Rooney’s paintings and the way social media functions. While her works 
reference handheld devices, they refuse to reduce themselves to the digital screen. In their diminutive scale, her paintings reference handheld devices, they refuse to reduce themselves to the digital screen. In their diminutive scale, her paintings 
toy with the double-sided idea of distance and proximity. The @ symbol featured in the title of her current exhibition toy with the double-sided idea of distance and proximity. The @ symbol featured in the title of her current exhibition 
brings this out clearly. In a dot.com world, we’re somehow always already present to a place we never actually arrive at. brings this out clearly. In a dot.com world, we’re somehow always already present to a place we never actually arrive at. 
Even the most mundane activities, like booking a flight or reserving a hotel room—as images these things never actually Even the most mundane activities, like booking a flight or reserving a hotel room—as images these things never actually 
conform to our lived experience of them. Substituting her artistry for the digital screen, however, Rooney seizes on the conform to our lived experience of them. Substituting her artistry for the digital screen, however, Rooney seizes on the 
perpetual fantasizing that has made the Internet so enthralling, all the while problematizing its hold on our collective perpetual fantasizing that has made the Internet so enthralling, all the while problematizing its hold on our collective 
psyche. psyche. 

@SomeHighTide@SomeHighTide might be described as an exhibition of works born of indifference. Or at least, a sort of reflexive indif- might be described as an exhibition of works born of indifference. Or at least, a sort of reflexive indif-
ference  that eventually crystallized into an ethical position. Julia Rooney, an organizer and teacher as well as an artist, ference  that eventually crystallized into an ethical position. Julia Rooney, an organizer and teacher as well as an artist, 
found herself opting out of the culture of digital distribution that is Instagram. It was never a question of a stubborn refusal found herself opting out of the culture of digital distribution that is Instagram. It was never a question of a stubborn refusal 
to participate, or even a protracted fast from an oversaturation with images. Rooney simply seems to have discovered to participate, or even a protracted fast from an oversaturation with images. Rooney simply seems to have discovered 
herself as someone who would prefer not to bother with the world of social media. The fact that she’s an artist explains herself as someone who would prefer not to bother with the world of social media. The fact that she’s an artist explains 
her motives only superficially. Aesthetic purists will point out that a screen, which appeals primarily to our eyes, can her motives only superficially. Aesthetic purists will point out that a screen, which appeals primarily to our eyes, can 
never recreate the experience of art, its tactility and spatial texturations. But this doesn’t seem to concern Rooney. What never recreate the experience of art, its tactility and spatial texturations. But this doesn’t seem to concern Rooney. What 
she’s pursuing in her current body of work is more like an inquest into personal identity, the legend of autonomy and she’s pursuing in her current body of work is more like an inquest into personal identity, the legend of autonomy and 
self-possession. self-possession. 

Making small-scale paintings that allude to the dimensions of a screen isn’t an assertion of art’s uniqueness in an age Making small-scale paintings that allude to the dimensions of a screen isn’t an assertion of art’s uniqueness in an age 
of technological reproduction. Creating visual counternarratives to the of technological reproduction. Creating visual counternarratives to the invitationinvitation au voyage promised us by our devices,  au voyage promised us by our devices, 
Rooney asserts her own awareness over the collective consignment that is the programmable world of apps. However Rooney asserts her own awareness over the collective consignment that is the programmable world of apps. However 
quixotic this might sound, she’s far from alone in doing this. In fact, looking at and thinking about her paintings, the quixotic this might sound, she’s far from alone in doing this. In fact, looking at and thinking about her paintings, the 
viewer can’t help but share in a latent form of collectivity that is always already with us. This is less like the scattered viewer can’t help but share in a latent form of collectivity that is always already with us. This is less like the scattered 
promises of online images, and more like an existential neighbourliness. Rooney’s artistry, the scale of her works, their promises of online images, and more like an existential neighbourliness. Rooney’s artistry, the scale of her works, their 
sheer proliferation, suggests that we’re always already together with each other, even when we’re technologically bereft, sheer proliferation, suggests that we’re always already together with each other, even when we’re technologically bereft, 
without iPhones or satellites to show us the way.        without iPhones or satellites to show us the way.        

The paintings themselves, like the consciousness of identity, are both fluid and strange. Ascending (but not continuously) The paintings themselves, like the consciousness of identity, are both fluid and strange. Ascending (but not continuously) 
from from IMG_0315IMG_0315 to  to IMG_0507IMG_0507, various shapes emerge and patterns gradually transmogrify. In this manner, the dynamics , various shapes emerge and patterns gradually transmogrify. In this manner, the dynamics 
of organic growth are substituted for the stasis of digital imagery. Rooney inserts the active character of memory into of organic growth are substituted for the stasis of digital imagery. Rooney inserts the active character of memory into 
her work. Rather than a single image or motif having a static character, it morphs across each painting. The patterning her work. Rather than a single image or motif having a static character, it morphs across each painting. The patterning 
of a QR code is suggested only to be dissolved in a vermicular haze of pigments ranging from hot to cool (of a QR code is suggested only to be dissolved in a vermicular haze of pigments ranging from hot to cool (IMG_0322IMG_0322). ). 
Sometimes a kind of progressive transformation is implied. Across the swathe of paintings titled Sometimes a kind of progressive transformation is implied. Across the swathe of paintings titled IMG_0501IMG_0501 through  through 
IMG_0507IMG_0507, an eye might appear to become a mouth, which then becomes breasts, which then become a landscape , an eye might appear to become a mouth, which then becomes breasts, which then become a landscape 
that changes back into an eye.that changes back into an eye.

In terms of the manifest content of each work, hints of figuration are open-ended, which of itself contravenes the In terms of the manifest content of each work, hints of figuration are open-ended, which of itself contravenes the 
determinacy of Internet search engines and hashtags. But more importantly, Rooney’s use of indeterminacy allows the determinacy of Internet search engines and hashtags. But more importantly, Rooney’s use of indeterminacy allows the 
viewer to confront a mysterious process. Latently and in fact, Rooney inserts an embodied interference into the bodiless viewer to confront a mysterious process. Latently and in fact, Rooney inserts an embodied interference into the bodiless 
technological order. A sort of magic is substituted for merely technical efficiency, like crackling static translated into technological order. A sort of magic is substituted for merely technical efficiency, like crackling static translated into 
colored mist. Ritual, corresponding to the intentional movement from painting to painting, replaces the algorithmic coding colored mist. Ritual, corresponding to the intentional movement from painting to painting, replaces the algorithmic coding 
underlying apps which too often think for us. What’s created out of all this is a renewed awareness of our own individ-underlying apps which too often think for us. What’s created out of all this is a renewed awareness of our own individ-
ual agency—along with intimations of the collective agency that art nourishes more generally. I don’t think this kind of ual agency—along with intimations of the collective agency that art nourishes more generally. I don’t think this kind of 
painterly statement could be accomplished more poignantly through strictly programmable means. The endgame, after painterly statement could be accomplished more poignantly through strictly programmable means. The endgame, after 
all, doesn’t involve using art to change the world, but to change how the world is perceived. What better way to exhibit all, doesn’t involve using art to change the world, but to change how the world is perceived. What better way to exhibit 
the authentic potency of art than to show how it reveals itself at the limits of our devices?the authentic potency of art than to show how it reveals itself at the limits of our devices?

— Jeffrey Grunthaner— Jeffrey Grunthaner
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